In this big picture, find the seashell, snake, cracker, slice of pizza, bell, drinking glass, candle, boot, baby’s rattle, mallet, toothbrush, ax, and pennant.

Want a challenge? Fold back this page to hide the picture clues.

- seashell
- snake
- cracker
- drinking glass
- slice of pizza
- bell
- boot
- baby’s rattle
- candle
- toothbrush
- mallet
- pennant
- ax

BONUS! Can you also find the ice skate, crown, funnel, and slice of pie?
Hidden Pictures
Lovebugs and Valentines

By Mary Sullivan

Want a challenge?
Fold back this page to hide the picture clues.

seashell  snake  cracker

drinking glass  slice of pizza

bell  boot

baby’s rattle  candle  toothbrush

mallet  pennant  ax

In this big picture, find the seashell, snake, cracker, slice of pizza, bell, drinking glass, candle, boot, baby’s rattle, mallet, toothbrush, ax, and pennant.

BONUS!
Can you also find the ice skate, crown, funnel, and slice of pie?